We develop a quantum computer architecture using quantum statistics and thermal annealing that is highly parallel and robust with respect to decoherence. The most general bounded computation can be expressed as solving a Boolean network. Quantum-statistical annealing (qusa) computation satisfies all Boolean relations more complicated than equality with quantum statistics, which takes no time, and satisfies equality relations alone with thermal annealing. We estimate the qusa computation time and show that there is a genuine speed up. At the level of principle, we show that for qusa computation NP=P.
through a sequence of elementary logical transformations. In order to achieve a quantum speed-up, quantum coherence must be maintained through the entire sequence until the output is measured. The well known fragility of such a coherence may make useful quantum computation impractical. We need robust, non-sequential quantum computation architectures, more like the brain than the laptop.
Quantum annealing computation could be an interesting alternative to algorithmicsequential computation. It does not rely on sequential logical transformations that must preserve coherence, it relies on mixtures. It is highly parallel and requires no programming.
A hardware statement of the goal is enough to determine the annealing process. The annealing computer does not need to be further instructed, but finds its own way to a solution hosted in its ground state.
There is a catch however. The bane of both classical and quantum annealing computation is the presence of many local energy minima that can trap the computer on its way to the true ground mode.
In the case of an NP-complete problem, neither form of annealing computation is believed to yield a significant speed-up over classical algorithmic computation.
We develop a radically different form of annealing computation by using a special interplay between quantum statistics and thermal annealing. We obtain a true speed-up to the extent that an NP-complete problem becomes P. This implies NP=P under the subject interplay.
A. Annealing computation
Every NP computational problem can be easily reduced to solving a Boolean network.
A Boolean network is a set of commuting Boolean variables (two-valued variables taking
the Boolean values 0 and 1) and Boolean relations among these variables. A variable can be given a preassigned Boolean value; that is simply a unary relation. A network solution is an assignment of Boolean values to variables that satisfies all the Boolean relations of the network. These values are said to satisfy the network. Values that do not satisfy the network frustrate it.
Whether a general network is satisfiable is an NP-complete problem. The problem of finding a network solution, provided there is one, has practically equivalent difficulty.
If the relation is Boolean equality a = b, the network element representing it is called a wire. If the relation is a functional one, giving one qubit as a function of the others, and is not a wire, it is called a gate. We also consider non-functional relations, neither gates nor wires.
The degeneracy of the ground mode of a network is the number of solutions for the relation.
A ground mode provides a network solution or a superposition of solutions. In annealing computation the network is allowed to relax to minimum energy by means of a suitable interaction with a heat bath (Kirkpatrick & Selman 1994 ).
Relative minima -frustrated network eigenstates surrounded by neighbors with higher energy -are the bane of annealing computation. They can trap the network on its way toward ground (the absolute minimum). Interaction with the heat bath must provide excitation for un-trapping as well as de-excitation for relaxing. One must alternately heat and cool the network to bring it to the ground energy; this is annealing. As a result, classical annealing computation is currently believed to require a time exponential in the number of network nodes to satisfy a generic network. It offers no significant speed-up in the general case.
Relative minima also afflict quantum annealing computation. Although quantum tunneling between relative minima might provide a speed up, it is generally believed that this would not be significant.
Quantum adiabatic computation is a form of quantum annealing computation exploiting the quantum adiabatic theorem (Farhi et al. 2001 ) of quantum mechanics. Quantum adiabatic computation is believed to yield a speed-up from exp Q to exp √ Q (where Q is the number of network qubits) for a restricted class of networks. It does not reduce the problem of solving a general Boolean network from NP-complete to P.
B. Qusa computation
We develop here a radically different form of quantum annealing computation. Quantumstatistical annealing (qusa) computation uses quantum statistics to express all network relations except equalities. Satisfying statistics takes no time. Qusa computation uses annealing only to satisfy the remaining equality relations (Castagnoli 1998 , Castagnoli & Monti 1999 ).
We use the following network language. By an n-ode we mean a relation among n qubits, as an element of a Boolean network. By the sum-S n-ode we mean the specific relation n k=1 a k = S among n qubits a k . Every Boolean network reduces to a network of qubits, wires and sum-1 triodes. We implement the wires through quantum annealing and the triodes through quantum statistics.
We associate each wire ω : a = b with a Hamiltonian term H ω whose two-fold degenerate ground modes satisfy the wire. The wires are then satisfied through annealing.
We associate each sum-1 triode τ : a+b+c = 1 with a subnetwork that satisfies the triode identically in virtue of particle statistics, without annealing. The associated Hamiltonian is 0.
Compared to a network where gates too were implemented by quantum annealing, there is an exponential speed-up of the network relaxation process. Satisfying triodes implemented by statistics does not take time.
We show this by means of a special representation of the computation process. The effective Hamiltonian H = H w + H r consists of a Hamiltonian H w for the wires of the network, and a heat-bath coupling H r to relax the network to its ground mode.
To bound the computation time we introduce a certain non-symmetrized statisticsviolating comparison Hamiltonian H ′ that includes a coupling to a heat bath and yields the actual network Hamiltonian H when it is symmetrized. H ′ is unphysical but when we continuously project the process governed by H ′ on the Hilbert space satisfying the statistics, we recover the actual process.
We show that the actual relaxation process, though NP-complete, is not slower than the unconstrained comparison process, which is P. This shows that NP-complete = P for qusa computation.
Although the interplay between relaxation and statistics proposed is a well-defined physical effect, the computation model based on it still dwells in the same conceptual realm as the current literature on quantum annealing-adiabatic computation. The model demonstrates that this new form of quantum speed-up is possible in principle, leaving the engineering problems for the future.
Qusa computation survives decoherence as well as general annealing computation does.
They both avoid this basic difficulty of reversible quantum computation.
II. THE REFERENCE PROBLEM
A sum-1 triode is a ternary relation of the form a + b + c = 1 among three commuting 
No value of a is defined for b = c = 1; and similarly for b and c. This triode is therefore not a gate, since it does not define an input-output function relating its variables. We may call this triode a partial gate, since it defines a partial function; in fact, three.
Without loss of generality, we consider a network of the following "standard" form: each triode qubit is connected to exactly one wire and each wire joins two triode qubits. We achieve this as follows:
• We wire any triode terminal with no wire to its mirror image in a mirror image of the network;
• We replace a fan-out of three wires (p,
, stemming from a triode terminal p, by a standard subnetwork made of the triodes (a, b, c) ,
(l, l ′ ) , and the unary relation c = 0. There are exactly two solutions
This eliminates the fan-out from p and does not increase other possible fan-outs. If the fan-out is the two wires (p,
we eliminate the terminal l ′ and wire terminal l to its mirror image. If it is more than three wires, it is replaced by a cascade of the above subnetworks;
• We replace a unary relation p = 1 by a standard subnetwork consisting of a triode (a, b, c) and the wires (b, c) , (p, a). There is exactly one solution p = 1.
• We replace a unary relation p = 0 by a standard subnetwork of a triode (a, b, c), a wire (p, a), and the unary relation b = 1; this latter is then replaced by a standard subnetwork as in the previous point.
The problem is to find a network solution. This is the same problem addressed in quantum adiabatic computation (Farhi et al. 2001 ). We illustrate our solution method on the simple triadic network of Figure 1 . The qubits used in quantum computation differ from the bits of classical computation in that a qubit q is allowed to be in a quantum superposition of q = 0 and q = 1. Qusa computation exploits the quantum nature of the qubit further.
We can use a classical bit to construct two commuting binary variables a and b subject to the sum-1 condition a + b = 1. Of course either variable is fully redundant. A quantum bit, however, provides three anticommuting two-valued variables σ x , σ y , σ z , making up the (formal) spin-vector σ of the qubit, each taking two values ±1, and subject to the relation σ x σ y σ z = i. They are not completely redundant. Two such bits with spin vectors σ(1) and σ(2) have a total spin vector s = σ(1) + σ(2) providing three commuting binary variables
z subject to the sum-1-or-0 constraint: at most one of them is 1 (see further below).
B. The sum-1 triode
We model the sum-1 triode with a proton pair in its triplet spin modes. These modes identically fulfil the triode relation in virtue of statistics. (σ 1 + σ 2 ) represents the total spin angular momentum in units ofh. Define the spin quantum number S by
as usual.
We restrict our consideration temporarily to the triplet mode S = 1, s z = ±1, 0. Define three commuting qubits
with binary values (0, 1). The sum-2 triode relation
holds by (2) and (3). When c = 1 the total spin is "up-or-down" and when c = 0 it is "sideways" (probably). The qubits a and b have similar meanings relative to the x and y axes.
We then complement the qubits,
triode to a sum-1 triode of equal computational power. Its qubits are
In the singlet mode we have a = b = c = 1 for the sum-1 triode (and a = b = c = 0 for the sum-2).
In a comparison network constructed later we drop the restriction to the triplet mode.
Then the spin pair constitutes a gate implementing the weaker sum-3-or-1 relation a+b+c = 
The fourth line in this table is the singlet mode. This gate is the (non-universal)
complemented-XOR gate. Since each variable is 1 when and only when the other two are equal, it may also be called the EQUALS (EQU) gate.
Since the spatial mode of the protons is frozen and antisymmetric, the singlet spin mode is overall symmetric for proton exchange and violates the Fermi-Dirac statistics. This possibility is used only to define a mathematical model whose computation time is more easily estimated. We attribute it no physical existence.
C. The wire
We model each wire in the quantum annealing way, with a Hamiltonian whose twofold degenerate ground state satisfies the wire relation. The Hamiltonian of the wire with terminal qubits q m and q n , which is to impose the relation q m = q n , may be chosen to be
, with a coefficient g to provide the dimension of energy.
D. The error metric
We define an "error metric" measuring the distance of the network from a solution. We index the network wires with ω = 1, . . . , W and the triodes with τ = 1, ..., T . In a standard network of Q qubits, W wires, and T triodes we have 2W = 3T = Q. For each wire ω, with terminal qubits q (ω, 0) and q (ω, 1), we define
Then the error metric is
We do not engineer the error metric operator.
The terms q (ω, 0) 2 and q (ω, 1) 2 in ǫ ω combine with similar terms from other wires to
give a numerical constant (T for a sum-1 triode network), and can therefore be dropped.
We are left with the network error form
a symmetric quadratic form in the binary variables q (ω, i), with i = 0, 1. Solving the given problem requires minimizing the quadratic form ǫ representing the wires subject to the Boolean constraints on the binary variables q (ω, i) imposed by the triodes.
Each triode is associated with three orthogonal eigenmodes |θ defined so that the binary variable s 2 θ has the value 1 for the mode |θ and 0 in the other two modes. The three-dimensional Hilbert space of the triplet modes of triode τ we designate by the triangle △ τ . We define an auxiliary mode space of T disconnected triodes as the tensor
The total error form ǫ of the network is a lower bound on the number of wires that have to be changed to attain the solution. The number could be as great as W even if ǫ = 1.
The first problem of annealing computation is to engineer the network to have the Hamiltonian H = gǫ.
The second problem is to bring the network to minimum energy in a practically useful time.
IV. COMPUTATION MODEL
For qusa computation we take the effective Hamiltonian gǫ+H r , where gǫ is from (9) and H r is a small effective Hamiltonian term (actually, a non-Hermitian operator) representing relaxation processes that drive the network to the ground state of gǫ. H r is discussed in the following.
A. Conservation of statistical symmetries
We develop a representation of the conservation of statistical symmetries useful for estimating qusa relaxation time; it is derived from the usual representation, where such symmetries are constants of the motion, summarized in the following.
Consider a pair of identical protons 1 and 2. We freeze their spatial mode to a fixed antisymmetric wave-function ψ 12 (x 1 , x 2 ) so that only the spin degrees of freedom need be considered. The individual spin modes form two-dimensional Hilbert spaces H 1 and H 2 . We consider:
• an unsymmetrized tensor-product ("comparison") Hilbert space
H t ⊕ H s , the Cartesian sum of the physical triplet subspace H ≡ H t and the singlet subspace H s ,
• a particle exchange operator X 12 :
• a projection P 12 := We define H as the extension of the spin Hamiltonian operator H 12 from the triplet subspace H t ⊂ H ′ to the entire space H ′ , setting H = 0 on the singlet space for convenience.
In the Hilbert space H ′ , the time development of the orthohydrogen spins is then governed by a Hamiltonian H that maps the triplet subspace into itself and annuls the singlet subspace:
We now develop an equivalent representation of the time development. The aim is to free the Hamiltonian from the mathematical conditions representing proton indistinguishability.
We start from a symmetric initial mode |0 of H ′ at time 0 and let it evolve for an infinitesimal amount of time dt according to a different comparison Hamiltonian H ′ :
H ′ is not subject to exchange symmetry, but we choose it so that its symmetrization yields the actual Hamiltonian:
In general |dt ′ is not symmetric. We restore particle indistinguishability by projecting |dt ′ on H t . This means symmetrizing |dt ′ to form
The projection of the infinitesimal development (11) on H t yields the usual development (10), up to higher order infinitesimals. We shall "continuously project" on H t the development governed by H ′ ; that is, we project after each interval ∆t and take the limit ∆t → 0. This recovers the development generated by the symmetrized Hamiltonian H.
This mathematical artifice of asymmetric time-development accompanied with continuous symmetrization serves to highlight a special physical interplay between relaxation and statistics.
B. The interplay between relaxation and statistics
We apply the continuous symmetrization representation of Section IV.A to the relaxation of the triadic network; see for example fig. 1 . We work in the unsymmetrized tensor product Hilbert space H ′ from ∆ T , suspending proton indistinguishability and removing all the consequent statistical constraints.
This means dropping the sum-1 triode condition a + b + c = 1 and replacing it with the weaker condition a+b+c = 1, 3 (with reference to the left triode). This latter is independent of statistics and is due to the composition of angular momentum alone, so it survives.
This replaces all network sum-1 triodes by EQU gates with truth table (6) . While triodes are universal relations, EQU are not. They impose the linear arithmetical equation
, where ⊕ denotes module-2 addition. A Boolean network made of just EQU gates and wires, corresponds to a linear system of module-2 arithmetical equations and is therefore easily solvable.
As well known, annealing is considered to be competitive with algorithmic computation in solving Boolean networks. Therefore, for brevity, we assume that the EQU network is also easily solvable through annealing computation. For example, we may assume that thermal relaxation can bring the networks to the ground state (with any prescribed probability < 1) in poly(Q) time.
Let us formulate and compare the effective Hamiltonians of the actual and comparison networks.
They have similar general forms
both describing a network, with wire Hamiltonian H w or H 
where q(ω, 0) and q(ω, 1) are the two qubits of wire ω. In the example of fig. 1 :
We model the actual heat bath coupling H r as a coupling of each proton spin σ to a small Gaussian random time-varying magnetic field B at the site of that spin. We index the sites with the triode index τ = 1, . . . , T and a binary index β = 1, 2. While τ enumerates the triodes (proton pairs), β distinguishes the two protons in each triode.
To preserve statistics we must demand that the two protons β = 1, 2 of each triode τ experience the same magnetic field B(τ ). We may then write the actual relaxing coupling as
The comparison heat bath is a random magnetic field at each proton site. Unlike the actual heat bath coupling, the comparison heat bath coupling H ′ r is not invariant under proton exchange. Different protons in the same triode see different magnetic fields B(τ, β):
Let P be the symmetrization operator for all the 2 T relevant proton permutations -it is not necessary to permute protons between triodes. We may arrange that the projected heat-bath coupling is the actual coupling,
by identifying the random magnetic field B(τ ) of the actual heat bath with the average of the two random magnetic fields of the comparison heat bath:
The sum of two Gaussian random variables is also a Gaussian random variable.
Summing up, we have P H Denote the network mode at time t by
where the |ψ j are "sharp" network modes (tensor products of qubit eigenstates).
We may represent a mixture in this way too, using the random phase representation. We
give the α j (t) a random phase e iδ j , where δ j is uniformly distributed in [0, 2π] . At the end we average transition probabilities over the random phases.
At the end of each ∆t i , we have small amplitudes -going to zero with ∆t -for network modes with frustrated triodes, some amplitudes for network modes with satisfied triodes and frustrated wires, and some amplitudes for satisfied network modes (those with all relations satisfied).
Projection on ∆ T annihilates all the network modes with frustrated triodes, and therefore slightly increases the amplitudes of the satisfied network modes through renormalization.
Furthermore, the average network energy -and consequently relaxation speed -is slightly increased since, on average, the network modes with frustrated triodes (annihilated by the projection) contain less frustrated wires than the network modes with satisfied triodes.
Summing up, relaxation inside each ∆t i is that of the comparison network with Hamiltonian H ′ , while projection on ∆ T at the end of each ∆t i slightly reduces distance to the solution and slightly increases relaxation speed with respect to the comparison network.
In the limit ∆t → 0, clearly the relaxation time of the actual network cannot be higher than that of the comparison network.
The relaxation time of the actual network is therefore poly(Q).
Given that the problem of solving the triadic network is NP-complete, we have NPcomplete=P for qusa computation.
By the way, one can see from equations (11) and (13) that symmetrizing the network mode and symmetrizing H ′ are equivalent. The gain due to symmetrization is evident: H ′ does not take the statistical constraints into account, H does.
We note that this form of computation resists decoherence as well as general annealing computation does. Qusa computation can be seen as a dynamical development generated by a symmetric
Hamiltonian H. The extra-dynamical origin of its speed-up is H symmetry itself. When we "prepare" H -i.e. the physical system whose development is described by e iHt -we do not (and cannot) take care of symmetrization by dynamical means. Symmetrization is given for free, extra-dynamically, by proton indistinguishability.
We could say that proton indistinguishability provides for free an extra-dynamical symmetrization engine. This gives a speed-up as follows. Assume that the classical simulation of the quantum process is an effective classical algorithm for solving the network. Classical computation is symbol handling. Here no H ′ can be used. We have to generate and handle the symbolic expression of the symmetrized H, whose length is O(2 T ). This drags along a proportional computation cost, growing exponentially with network size. The corresponding cost is zero in the quantum physical process. This synthesis of thermal relaxation and quantum statistics appears to be a promising architecture for robust quantum computing.
The qusa speed-up effect may also appear outside the computational context. For exam-ple, the qusa effect might speed up the formation of molecular structures, where relaxation and statistics dominate, relative to classical models. It could thus be important in biological processes. A natural next step in this research is to design physical systems exhibiting the qusa effect. 
